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Abstract 
With the development of technologies such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS), mobile computing, and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) the 
procedure of sampling positional data has lately been significantly simplified.  This 
enables the aggregation of large amounts of moving objects data (i.e. trajectories) 
containing potential information about the moving objects. Within Knowledge Discovery 
in Databases (KDD), automated processes for realization of this information, called 
trajectory data mining, have been implemented.  
 
The objectives of this study is to examine 1) how trajectory data mining tasks are 
defined at an abstract level, 2) what type of information it is possible to extract from 
trajectory data, 3) what solutions trajectory data mining tools implement for different 
tasks, 4) how tools uses visualization, and 5) what the limiting aspects of input data are 
how those limitations are treated. The topic, trajectory data mining, is examined in a 
literature review, in which a large number of academic papers found trough googling 
were screened to find relevant information given the above stated objectives.  
 
The literature research found that there are several challenges along the process 
arriving at profitable knowledge about moving objects. For example, the discrete 
modelling of movements as polylines is associated with an inherent uncertainty since 
the location between two sampled positions is unknown.  To reduce this uncertainty and 
prepare raw data for mining, data often needs to be processed in some way. The nature 
of pre-processing depends on sampling rate and accuracy properties of raw in-data as 
well as the requirements formulated by the specific mining method. Also a major 
challenge is to define relevant knowledge and effective methods for extracting this from 
the data. Furthermore are conveying results from mining to users an important function. 
Presenting results in an informative way, both at the level of individual trajectories and 
sets of trajectories, is a vital but far from trivial task, for which visualization is an 
effective approach. 
 
Abstractly defined instructions for data mining are formally denoted as tasks. There are 
four main categories of mining tasks: 1) managing uncertainty, 2) extrapolation, 3) 
anomaly detection, and 4) pattern detection. The recitation of tasks within this study 
provides a basis for an assessment of tools used for the execution of these tasks. To 
arrive at profitable results the dimensions of comparison are selected with the intention 
to cover the essential parts of the knowledge discovery process. The measures to 
appraise this are chosen to make results correctly reflect the 1) sophistication, 2) user 
friendliness, and 3) flexibility of tools. The focus within this thesis is freely available 
tools, for which the range is proven to be very small and fragmented. The selection of 
tools found and reported on are: MoveMine 2.0, MinUS, GeT_Move and M-Atlas.  
 
The tools are reviewed entirely through utilizing documentation of the tools. The 
performance of tools is proved to vary along all dimensional measures except 
visualization and graphical user interface which all tools provide. Overall the systems 
preform well considering user-friendliness, somewhat good considering sophistication 
and poorly considering flexibility. However, since the range of tasks, which tools intend 
to solve, overall is varying it might not be appropriate to compare the tools in term of 
better or worse. 
 
This thesis further provides some theoretical insights for users regarding requirements 
on their knowledge, both concerning the technical aspects of tools and about the nature 
of the moving objects. Furthermore is the future of trajectory data mining in form of 
constraints on information extraction as well as requirements for development of tools 
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discussed, where a more robust open source solution is emphasised. Finally, this thesis 
can altogether be regarded to provide material for guidance in what trajectory mining 
tools to use depending on application. Work to complement this thesis through 
comparing the actual performance of tools, when using them, is desirable. 
 
 
Keywords: Trajectory data mining, Tasks, Taxonomy, Tools, Knowledge Discovery in 
Databases 
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Sammanfattning 
I och med utvecklingen av tekniker så som Global Navigation Satellite systems (GNSS), 
mobile computing och Information and Communication Technology (ICT) har 
tillvägagångsätt för insamling av positionsdata drastiskt förenklats. Denna utveckling 
har möjliggjort för insamlandet av stora mängder data från rörliga objekt (i.e. 
trajecotries)(sv: rörelsebanor), innehållande potentiell information om dessa rörliga 
objekt. Inom Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)(sv: kunskapsanskaffning i 
databaser) tillämpas automatiserade processer för att realisera sådan information, som 
kallas trajectory data mining (sv: utvinning från rörelsebanedata). 
 
Denna studie ämnar undersöka 1) hur trajectory data mining tasks (sv: utvinning från 
rörelsebanedata uppgifter) är definierade på en abstrakt nivå, 2) vilken typ av 
information som är möjlig att utvinna ur rörelsebanedata, 3) vilka lösningar trajectory 
data ming tools (sv: verktyg för datautvinning från rörelsebanedata) implementerar för 
olika uppgifter, 4) hur verktyg använder visualisering, och 5) vilka de begränsande 
aspekterna av input-data är och hur dessa begränsningar hanteras. Ämnet utvinning 
från rörelsebanedata undersöks genom en litteraturgranskning, i vilken ett stort antal 
och akademiska rapporter hittade genom googling granskas för att finna relevant 
information givet de ovan nämnda frågeställningarna. 
 
Litteraturgranskningen visade att processen som leder upp till en användbar kunskap 
om rörliga objekt innehåller dock flera utmaningar. Till exempel är modelleringen av 
rörelser som polygontåg associerad med en inbyggd osäkerhet eftersom positionen för 
objekt mellan två inmätningar är okänd. För att reducera denna osäkerhet och 
förbereda rådata för extraktion måste ofta datan processeras på något sätt. Karaktären 
av förprocessering avgörs av insamlingsfrekvens och exakthetsegenskaper hos rå indata 
tillsammans med de krav som ställs av de specifika datautvinningsmetoderna. En 
betydande utmaning är också att definiera relevant kunskap och effektiva metoder för 
att utvinna denna från data. Vidare är förmedlandet av resultat från utvinnande till 
användare en viktig funktion. Att presentera resultat på ett informativt sätt, både på en 
nivå av enskilda rörelsebanor men och grupper av rörelsebanor är en vital men långt 
ifrån trivial uppgift, för vilken visualisering är ett effektivt tillvägagångsätt. 
 
Abstrakt definierade instruktioner för dataextraktion är formellt betecknade som 
uppgifter. Det finns fyra huvudkategorier av uppgifter: 1) hantering av osäkerhet, 2) 
extrapolation, 3) anomalidetektion, and 4) mönsterdetektion. Sammanfattningen av 
uppgifter som ges i denna rapport utgör ett fundament för en utvärdering av verktyg, 
vilka används för utförandet av uppgifter. För att landa i ett givande resultat har 
jämförelsegrunderna för verktygen valts med intentionen att täcka de viktigaste delarna 
av processen för att förvärva kunskap. Måtten för att utvärdera detta valdes för att 
reflektera 1) sofistikering, 2) användarvänlighet, och 3) flexibiliteten hos verktygen. 
Fokuset inom denna studie har varit verktyg som är gratis tillgängliga, för vilka utbudet 
har visat sig vara litet och fragmenterat. Selektionen av verktyg som hittats och 
utvärderats var: MoveMine 2.0, MinUS, GeT_Move and M-Atlas.  
 
Verktygen utvärderades helt och hållet baserat på tillgänglig dokumentation av 
verktygen.  Prestationen av verktygen visade sig variera längs alla jämförelsegrunder 
utom visualisering och grafiskt gränssnitt som alla verktyg tillhandahöll. Överlag 
presterade systemen väl gällande användarvänlighet, någorlunda bra gällande 
sofistikering och dåligt gällande flexibilitet. Hursomhelst, eftersom uppgifterna som 
verktygen avser att lösa varierar är det inte relevant att värdera dem mot varandra 
gällande denna aspekt. 
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Detta arbete tillhandahåller vidare några teoretiska insikter för användare gällande krav 
som ställs på deras kunskap, både gällande de tekniska aspekterna av verktygen och 
rörliga objekts beskaffenhet. Vidare diskuteras framtiden för utvinning från 
rörelsebanedata i form av begränsningar på informationsutvinning och krav för 
utvecklingen av verktyg, där en mer robust open source lösning betonas. Sammantaget 
kan detta arbete anses tillhandahålla material för vägledning i vad för verktyg för 
datautvinning från rörelsebanedata som kan användas beroende på 
användningsområde. Arbete för att komplettera denna rapport genom utvärdering av 
verktygens prestation utifrån användning av dem är önskvärt.  
 
Svensk titel: Litteraturstudie och utvärdering av verktyg för datautvinning från 
rörelsebanedata 
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1 Introduction 
Movement of objects is constantly happening. Observing these movements allows for 
gaining knowledge about the objects. Technologies for recording movements are well 
established, however the range of tools required for making further assessments of the 
movements is limited. This thesis constitutes an initial mapping of tasks formulated 
within this branch of research as well as tools to solve those tasks. 

1.1 Background 
Surveying of movements have up until recent been quite a detailed task to perform, 
given the practical effort needed for recording individual positions. Positioning 
technologies such as GNSS and RFID, aided by mobile computing and technologies for 
communicating and storing data, have however simplified this procedure significantly 
[1]. Furthermore, the availability, as well as the extensive range of applications these 
technologies supply, has supported their complete penetration of everyday life, enabling 
the continual aggregation of moving objects data into large comprehensive datasets. 
These emerging datasets are stressing the significance of managing and utilizing this 
data. Methods used for extracting information from these big datasets are called 
trajectory data mining. 
 
The motivation for mining datasets is the possibility of realizing inherent information, 
helping to gain understanding of the fundamental phenomenon of movement. The 
understanding of movements is helpful within many contexts. Increasing availability of 
data and the number of methods for utilizing this data is making trajectory data mining 
gain sufficient importance in various domains, including urban planning, traffic flow 
control, public health, wildlife protection and location-aware advertising [2]. 
 
The trajectory data mining branch is still fairly novel, hence there are still few tools. 
Especially, the range of freely available tools to perform trajectory data mining is small 
and fragmented. Even though a large number of trajectory data mining algorithms and 
system designs have been proposed within academia, only but a few are ever realized in 
a production setting or software system. Papers written on the few existing tools 
unanimously emphasize this lack of practical implementations [3, 4, 5]. Some efforts to 
map the field of trajectory data mining have been made, however these works are not 
treating tools for trajectory mining in detail [6].   
 

1.2 Research objectives 
Consequently, this study will attempt to make an assessment of trajectory data mining 
tools as well as a mapping of trajectory data mining tasks through literature review. The 
evaluation of tools is made along dimensions formulated considering the objectives of 
this study. These objectives are formalized in the following questions: 

 
 How are tasks defined at an abstract level? 
 With what methods are tasks implemented in tools? 
 How are results/queries visualized in tools? 
 What type of information can be extracted from trajectory data? 
 What are limiting aspects of input data and how are these treated? 
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2 Related work 
No earlier effort for making an outline of trajectory data mining tools is known of. 
However there exist a few publications previous to this one, which could provide some 
rewarding contextualization. 
 
To provide an overall view of moving object queries, Amamir et.al [7] proposes a 
taxonomy, which based on aspects associated to object movements assumes five 
perspectives: 1) Location perspective, 2) Motion perspective, 3) Object perspective, 4) 
Temporal perspective and 5) Patterns perspective. This work is not exploring the details 
of trajectory data mining tasks but is however putting this in relation to other moving 
object queries. Also Donge et al. [8] have contributed a classification of movement 
patterns, as well as a conceptual framework for definition of movement. This work is 
intended to provide prerequisites for future pattern definitions as well as a further 
development of the classification into a complete taxonomy of movement patterns. 
Donge et al. specially emphasise generic pattern definitions should be established in a 
consensus of domain experts from various disciplines. Furthermore, this could support 
the development of a toolbox of algorithms and visual analytic methods for mining 
moving object patterns. Zheng [6] is in an overview of the field of trajectory data mining 
through making a systematic survey on the major topics of research. This work is not 
providing a taxonomy in a strict sense, but however explores connections, correlations 
and differences among existing tasks and methods.  
 

3 Methodology 

3.1 Literature review method 
The process of identifying tools for assessment has entailed using regular Internet 
search engines, looking at related works presented in papers as well as consulting 
people within the branch of trajectory mining. Evaluation of the found tools is made 
through utilizing documentation of the tools. None of the systems were implemented at 
the extent to where this could constitute a foundation for evaluation. This fail to employ 
the tool was due to time constrains. Also the creators of the tools have been consulted. 
 
To arrive at a satisfactory comparison, the dimensions of comparison were selected to 
cover the essential parts in the knowledge discovery process as well as to reflect the 
objectives of this thesis. Dimensions have also taken shape in relation to the 
documentation of the tools. The measures to appraise these dimensions were chosen to 
make results reflect the sophistication, user friendliness, and flexibility of system. 
 

3.2 Dimensions of comparison 
The assessments of tools are involving comparisons both between tool features and 
their implemented algorithms. For sophistication, task range assesses if the range of 
functions to match tasks is fulfilling, and relevant output assesses if the algorithm 
outputs are providing unambiguous and fruitful indication of what real spatial patterns 
exist within the data. For user-friendliness, availability assesses if the associated 
presentation, documentation, demonstration and distribution is fulfilling, user 
interaction assesses if a GUI is provided, and visualization assesses if contextualizing 
results in a 2D map is possible.  For flexibility superstructure assesses if the tools easily 
can integrate new methods, pre-processing assesses if a, for the tool, necessary pre-
processing is possible within the tools and open source assesses if the source code of 
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tools is available for development by the public and if there exist a contributing 
community connected to the tool. 

 

3.3 Trajectory data mining: Literature review 
This study is based on papers covering subjects ranging from single mining algorithms 
to overviews covering general trends within the trajectory data mining branch. Within 
the following sections the overall knowledge discovery process as well as trajectory 
mining tasks are presented in order to provide a basis for the assessment of the 
trajectory data mining tools presented in Section 4. However, initially, the concept of 
trajectories needs to be elucidated. 
 

3.3.1 Trajectory data 

3.3.1.1 Trajectory definition 
Trajectories are a subset of spatio-temporal data with the specific property of displaying 
an evolution also in the spatial dimensions [9]. Some definitions of trajectories do not 
articulate the origin of trajectories, while other definitions are explicitly presupposing 
trajectories to be representations of moving objects. Most of the applications treated 
within this study however concerns data from coherent moving objects.  
 
In the modelling of object’s movements there are a few alternatives to consider 
regarding representation of time and space properties. Literature provides at least two 
principal, fundamentally different, definitions on what trajectories are. One of the 
overall definitions concerns a continuous function from time into the 2D plane, so that 
the position of the object can be calculated at any time point.  
 

DEFINITION 1. (Trajectory) A trajectory is a continuous mapping from R to R2, 
i.e. time to the two-dimensional plane [1]. 

 
However, in the alternative definition the abstraction of movement differs from the 
intuitive notion of movements as continuous. This discrete trajectory is instead a 
polyline in three-dimensional space (one time and two space dimensions) [10].  At each 
specific, recorded, timestamp the object is represented as a point, for which only the 
position, but not the extent, is relevant.  This is the most utilized definition of 
trajectories. 
 

DEFINITION 2. (Trajectory) A trajectory T is an ordered list of spatio-
temporal samples p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn. Each pi = (xi , yi , ti), where xi, yi are the 
spatial coordinates of the sampled point and ti is the timestamp at which the 
position of the point is sampled, with t1< t2< t3< . . . < tn [9]. 

 

3.3.1.2 Data conditions  
The overall requirement for recording accurate spatial and time data is the support of a 
reference system and the availability of a corresponding reference frame [11]. However 
nowadays this rarely constitutes any restrictions since valid reference systems and 
frames exist at both a global and regional levels. Instead, other aspects are determining 
the quality of data. The time and positional coordinates, which constitutes the points in 
the trajectory, may be recorded with various types of technologies. The quality of these 
different sampling methods is varying and consequently positional accuracy and time 
resolution will vary substantially among trajectories [12].  
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The time coordinate of a trajectory point can generally be assumed to be delivered at a 
high accuracy while space coordinates varies with the applied technology between a few 
meters and kilometres [1]. Further, representing continuously moving objects by a 
series of discrete positions, as in definition 2, is involving an inherent uncertainty since 
the location between two sampled positions is unknown. These uncertainties associated 
to trajectory data is a predicament handled within the framework of trajectory mining 
tools through pre-processing. 
 

3.3.1.3 Data sets 
Due to the ubiquity of position technologies the effort for recording relatively accurate 
positions is nowadays minimal or non-existing (automatic), and consequently are 
extensively large amounts of positional recordings made. An additional, vital, 
prerequisite for the development of data mining is data storage technologies such as 
databases and distributed file systems [13]. There exists several public Moving Object 
Databases (MOD), containing real world trajectory data, e.g. Movebank [14]. However, 
solutions for generating synthetic trajectories to use for training or evaluating tools and 
methods are also common [15]. 
 
A helpful distinction considering human moving data, relevant for storage, is regarding 
with what effort and intention sampling of data is made [6]. Active recording is for 
example when people log their travel routes with GPS trajectories for the purpose of 
memorizing a journey or chronological series of geotime-tagged photos or “check-ins”. 
Passive recording on the other hand is when trajectories unintentionally are generated 
by for example transaction records of a credit card or by a cell phone. Although this data 
is not intentionally collected it still might be of interest for some applications and is a 
major ground for founding datasets. 
 
There are four main categories of objects constituting the majority of trajectory data; 1) 
human, 2) transportation, 3) animal, and 4) natural phenomena [6]. Human trajectory 
data is concerning the movements people do as they travel by foot. Transportation 
trajectory data is also connected to humans moving but is specifically concerning 
movements made with vehicles. This kind of data could be be used in urban planning, 
resource allocation, traffic analysis, and improving transportation networks. Animal 
trajectory data is collected by equipping animals with tracking devises and is made for 
purposes such as studying animal’s migratory traces, behaviour and living situation. 
Natural phenomena trajectory data however might need to be collected in alternative 
ways, indirectly, since it is hard to attach tracking devices natural phenomenon such as 
hurricanes or tornados. These trajectories are helping scientists deal with nature 
disasters and protect the natural environment. 
 

3.3.1.4 Data pre-processing and enrichment 
Since some data mining algorithms might require or assume some specific spatial and 
temporal sampling frequency or accuracy, the quality of data is substantially dictating 
the possibilities of utilizing it. To prepare raw data, which may be incomplete and 
uncertain, before proceeding to a profitable mining, data often needs to be processed in 
some way [16]. There are several types of measures concerned with pre-processing of 
trajectory data. The kind of pre-processing which is necessary depends on the 
properties of raw in-data as well as the requirements formulated by the specific mining 
method. Data pre-processing may include cleaning, compression and segmentation.  
 
For some purposes it is also necessary to associate trajectories with additional 
contextual information, producing semantic trajectories [6]. This might be utilized 
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through the concepts of stay points, which can be identified from inherent information 
in data, such as speed variations or by supervised specifications. Background knowledge 
and certain assumptions about movement behaviour can further help to reduce 
uncertainty and project points of a trajectory onto the path where it was truly generated 
[1]. For example, when tracking a vehicle, all movements can be restricted to the street 
network. 
 
Pre-processing might be separated from the procedure of mining the data within in a 
tool but some pre-processing could also be included within a mining algorithm [17]. 
Furthermore, within some applications, tasks like e.g. outlier detection or clustering 
(presented in Section 3) might almost be considered to be a part of a pre-processing 
step [16]. These are however not pre-processing in a strict sense. 

 

3.3.2 Knowledge discovery process 
Large sets of aggregated trajectory data may hold many different spatio-temporal 
relations. These can be detected to obtain information on the objects the data 
represents. The overall process of gaining knowledge, of objects represented in data, 
from extracting such potential relations is called Knowledge discovery in databases 
(KDD) [18]. Since trajectory data mining is the main interest within this study it is 
handled separately in Section (2.3) of this thesis. KDD is also involving doing a 
subsequent interpretation/evaluation where the results from mining is contextualized.  

 

3.3.3 Trajectory data mining tasks 
Detecting spatio-temporal relationships in large sets of data by simple reviewing is 
overwhelming work and hence, likely futile. A more convenient approach to this is to 
search datasets automatically for such relationships. These automatic procedures are 
called trajectory data mining. Abstractly defined instructions for data mining are 
formally denoted as tasks. Tasks are few and generic across tools, however may 
methods for implementing them vary. There are four main categories of mining tasks: 
managing uncertainty, extrapolation, anomaly detection and pattern detection, a 
taxonomy of these are presented in Figure 1. The number of concrete procedures for 
finding a solution to tasks is large, however many are left un-realized because of for 
example the lack of established infrastructure for publication of such prototypes.  
 
Tasks display a varying level of abstractness. This could be illustrated by a formal 
distinction where methods for mining movement patterns of objects and methods for 
mining simple trajectory patterns, which basically concerns the geometric properties of 
trajectories are held apart [3]. This division however do not need to inflict any practical 
detachment between the two within the tools.  
 
In this section tasks as well as those spatio-temporal conditions, which they aim to 
display, are defined. Also those algorithms, which are incorporated into the tools 
presented in Section 3, are presented in this section. Beyond the algorithms 
implemented in the tools some additional algorithms are presented in the appendix to 
provide some benchmark in the evaluation of the implemented algorithms. The 
procedures implemented within the algorithms are not presented in detail, these 
summaries rather emphasize properties of input and output data and possible 
advantages and disadvantages of algorithms.  
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of tasks, inspired by the listing made in [6] 

 

3.3.3.1 Managing uncertainty 

 
DEFINITION 3. (Uncertainty) Uncertainty involves the extent to which 
trajectory data possibly abandons, and fails to represent, actual movements. 

 
Uncertainty, primary associated with the spatial, but also temporal, properties of 
trajectories, is often substantial. The origin and characteristics of uncertainty is 
discussed at greater length in Section 2. Depending on application and situation there 
are however two fundamentally different approaches for managing this uncertainty [6]. 
The first approach is reducing uncertainty to gain a greater data utility, and the second 
approach is to embrace the inherent uncertainty with the purpose to protect the privacy 
of trajectories.  
 
Anonymization is often made to protect the privacy of the objects which trajectory data 
represent; hence it is an important task when dealing with trajectories representing 
human movements [17, 4]. This often made through enhancing uncertainty. The paths of 
individual objects may be blurred through exploiting the inherent uncertainty of the 
trajectory, making it hard to distinguish between similar trajectories. Reducing the 
discrepancy of trajectories form true paths often involves measures of reconstructing 
trajectories by associating it with other trajectories on similar routes, a road-network or 
a map. Reducing uncertainty is bordering to pre-processing, this could however also be 
considered to be a mining task, emphasised in: [6]. 
 

TASK 1.  (Anonymization) Given a set of trajectory data, enhancing uncertainty and 
making individual trajectories within the dataset harder to distinguish from each other 
while still ensuring the utility of this data. 

 

TASK 2. (Reducing uncertainty) Given a set of trajectory data, making balanced 
approximations to reduce aspects of trajectory uncertainty and find more accurate 
representations of true paths. 

 
 

Algorithm 1 Never Walk Alone (NWA) [17] 

INPUT: A database of trajectories D, an anonymity threshold k, an uncertainty threshold δ, 
as well as time granularity and a maximum proportion of trajectories that can be 
suppressed. 
OUTPUT: A (k, δ)-anonymized database D’. 
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An evident limitation to NWA is that it is based on the Euclidean distance function. This 
will make trajectories that follow an overall similar path, but which displays slight sub-
paths, inoperable within NWA. Additionally, Euclidean distance will only allow for 
examining trajectories having exactly the same length, demanding pre-processing to 
find reasonably populated groups of trajectories to utilize. 
 
 

Algorithm 2 Wait for Me (W4M) [19] 

INPUT: A database of trajectories D, an anonymity threshold k, an uncertainty threshold δ, 
as well as a maximum proportion of trajectories that can be suppressed. 
OUTPUT: A (k, δ)-anonymized database D’. 

 
W4M is instead based on EDR distance, which possesses the important feature of being 
time-tolerant. Consequently W4M perturbs trajectories both in space and time. 
Furthermore, techniques to make W4M scalable to large datasets, without 
compromising with data quality in the anonymization process have been introduced. 
Even though W4M empirically has shown to produce higher quality anonymization than 
NWA, this is however accomplished at the compromise of higher computational 
requirements. 
 
The (k, δ)-anonymization concept however does not offer complete anonymization. 
Even if it is not possible to identify an objects single trajectory it might still be possible 
to discover sensitive information about it by knowing what group an object belongs to. 
 

3.3.3.2 Extrapolation 
Extrapolating certain aspects of trajectories provides for the possibility of reaching 
information, which is not directly observed. Extrapolation might for example enable to 
find information on what a large group of trajectories represent with just looking at a 
few. Both supervised and unsupervised learning approaches could be used for exploiting 
different tendencies within a data set [20, 21]. 
 
Extrapolating trajectories in a spatio-temporal sense is done in prediction of movement. 
Also looking at differences in properties of trajectories enables for diving trajectories on 
classes and tagging them with semantic labels. Trajectories might be classified by means 
of the type of moving objects (described in 2.1.4), activities (such as hiking or dining), 
modes of transportation (such as driving, biking, going by bus, and walking) or even at a 
sophisticated level of detecting if taxis are occupied, available or parked [6, 22]. 
 

TASK 3. (Classification) Given a set of trajectory data, making generalizations of 
trajectories to divide them into different classes. 

 

TASK 4. (Prediction) Given a set of trajectory data, making predictions of to where objects 
will move in the step following a sequence. 

 
 

Algorithm 3 WhereNext [23] 

INPUT: A set of trajectory patterns 
OUTPUT: A set of locations and corresponding prediction scores. 

 
WhereNext bases its future location prediction for a moving object on the previous 
movements of all moving objects in a certain area. This enables prediction without 
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considering information about the specific object, making the process effective and 
preserves a higher degree of object anonymity.  
 

3.3.3.3 Anomaly detection  

 
DEFINITION 4. (Outliers) Outliers are single trajectories that significantly 
differ from other trajectories [6]. 

 
DEFINITON 5. (Events) Events trajectories, which display behaviours that 
does not conform expected patters shown in historical trajectories [6]. 

 
Anomalies are trajectories that are significantly separated from other trajectories in 
terms of some similarity metric. A distinction is made between simple outliers and 
events. An outlier could for example be a bus driving in a separate bus lane and events 
could be accidents, controls, protests, sports, celebrations or disasters [6]. 
 

TASK 5. (Detecting anomalies) Given a set of trajectory data, identify trajectories, which 
significantly separate from patterns. 

 
 

Algorithm 4 Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [24] 

INPUT: A set of points and a number of nearest neighbours defining the local 
neighbourhood of points. 
OUTPUT: A set of points with corresponding local outlier factors. 

 
Outlier algorithms previous to LOF regard being an outlier as a binary property. LOF 
however outputs a Local outlier factor for each input point. Also, due to its local 
approach, LOF is able to identify outliers, which would not be considered as outliers 
approaching the dataset in alternative ways. LOF outputs are delicate to interpret. Even 
though a value of 1 or less indicates a clear inlier there is no unambiguous values for 
indicating an outlier. Furthermore, LOF is not essentially intended for trajectory data. 
 

3.3.3.4 Pattern detection 

Large amounts of trajectory data enable for opportunities to detect patterns. 
Consequently this has emerged to be a major concern, comprehending many patterns, 
within trajectory data mining. Many of these patterns are rather tangible in their 
definitions, some even with names taken from the animal kingdom. Trajectory pattern 
mining can be divided into the detection of four main categories: clusters, moving groups, 
reoccurring patterns, and simultaneous and related patterns. 
 

Task 5:  (Mining moving objects patterns) Given a set of trajectory data, detecting, 
(those below specified), spatio-temporal patterns. 

 

3.3.3.4.1 Clusters 
 

DEFINITION 6. (Cluster) A cluster is a group of objects, which displays 
similarities in some kind of characteristic. 

 
Clustering of trajectories is made in order to display representative paths or common 
trends shared within a dataset [6]. It is a fundamental task within data mining in general 
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and is a vital part of many implementations of other, less abstract, trajectory mining 
tasks, for example to identify for example relevant locations. 
 
 

Algorithm 5 Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) [25] 

INPUT: A set of points, a neighbourhood radius and a minimum number of neighbouring 
points. 
OUTPUT: A set of ordered points their corresponding reachability-values. 

 
Clustering algorithms previous to OPTICS require input parameters, which are 
complicated to balance but have a significant influence on the results. OPTICS does 
however not produce clustering explicitly, but instead displays the intrinsic cluster-
ordering, which itself contains information equivalent to density-based clustering. In the 
extension to trajectories, OPTICS finds dense and well-defined trajectory clusters, with a 
good tolerance to noise and outliers [26]. 
 
 

Algorithm 6 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) [27, 28] 

INPUT: A set of objects. 
OUTPUT: A set of clusters and respective subclusters. 

 
HCA possesses the major advantage of not requiring any a-priori information about the 
number of clusters is required. The method is however lacking in several aspects since it 
is sensitive to noise and outliers and may find difficulties in handling different sized 
clusters and convex shapes. 
 

3.3.3.4.2 Moving groups 
 
DEFINITION 9. (Flock). A flock is a spatio-temporal coincidence of a group of 
moving objects, where the temporal coincidence is defined by a series of 
consecutive timestamps, and the spatial coincidence is defined as the spatial 
buffer (radius) around the moving base point [6, 29, 30]. 
 
DEFINITION 10. (Convoy). A convoy is a spatio-temporal coincidence of a 
group of moving objects, where the temporal coincidence is defined by a series 
of consecutive timestamps, but the spatial coincidence is defined in terms of 
density [6, 31]. 
 
DEFINITION 11. (Closed swarm) A swarm is a spatio-temporal coincidence of 
a group of moving objects, where the temporal coincidence is defined by a 
series of possibly non-consecutive timestamps, and the spatial coincidence is 
defined in terms of density. A closed swarm is a swarm, which is not a part of a 
more comprehensive swarm [6, 32]. 
 
DEFINITION 13. (Gathering). A gathering is a spatio-temporal coincidence of 
moving objects, where the temporal coincidence is defined by a series of 
consecutive timestamps, and the spatial coincidence is defined in terms of 
density. Gatherings allow objects to join and leave the gathering [6]. 

 
Moving groups can be differentiated based on factors such as shape and density of the 
group, number of objects in the group, as well as the duration of objects staying together 
[6]. These parameters constitute the abilities to correctly model and capture different 
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type of real movements. Some of the definitions of moving group patterns inflict 
constrains on what methods to be used by their definitions and is therefore touching 
marchers between task and method. 
 
Ambitions to mimic real moving group patterns have evoked an evolution of the moving 
group patterns defined within trajectory data mining. For example, a limitation 
associated to the concept of flock is the circular shape for capturing groups of objects, 
since this might be an incorrect way to represent many real moving groups [6]. The 
convoy however avoids these strict prerequisites by using density measures to find 
groups of objects. Convoys are however still charged with the constraint of demanding 
consecutive time. The swarm pattern on the other hand portrays behaviour where 
objects are allowed being shattered during periods. The gathering pattern further looses 
the constraints of the aforementioned patterns by allowing objects to join in and leave, 
making detection of for example festivals or parades possible.  
 
A meeting is a variation of flock where the circular shape constituting the extent of a 
potential pattern not is connected to the moving objects, but to a geographic place and 
thereby remains stationary [29]. Additionally the traveling companion patterns can be 
regarded as an incremental detection of convoy and swarm since it allows for 
continuous detection of convoy/swarm-like patterns from streamed trajectories [6].  
 
 

Algorithm 7 The moving flock extraction algorithm [29] 

INPUT: A set of objects, a maximum flock radius, a minimum number of flock objects, a 
minimum number of consecutive timestamps and sample rate. 
OUTPUT: A start time, end time, flock extent and flock members. 

 
This algorithm is capable of extracting moving flock patterns, disqualifying those 
patterns having flock members remaining stationary during the considered time 
interval. The fix time rate between points required in this method is made possible using 
interpolation. 
 
 

Algorithm 8 GeT_Move [5] 

INPUT: A set of trajectories, a minimum number of convoys, minimum number of objects in 
convoy, minimum number of timestamps for convoy and minimum weight thresholds 
OUTPUT: Group patterns. 

 
GeT_Move implement an alternative approach from many other algorithms since it will 
find group patterns. Group patterns are sets of convoys, temporally disjointed but 
containing the same group of objects. This is basically a swarm pattern in which each 
convoy is regarded to be one unit. 
 
For applications where trajectories continuously are reported a standard algorithm 
would need to be executed over and over again to extract patterns. However an 
incremental version of GeT_Move is implemented to be more effective and to lose this 
limitation. Since it can be hard to find optimal parameters and these also will vary 
between different datasets a further increase in efficiency is made through providing a 
parameter free version of the algorithm. 
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Algorithm 9 Convoy discovery Using Trajectory Simplification (CUTS) [31] 

INPUT: A set of objects, a minimum number of cluster objects, minimum number of 
consecutive timestamps and a distance threshold. 
OUTPUT: A set of object groups and time points. 
 

To decrease the computational cost significantly the CUTS methods reduces the number 
of vertices of original trajectories by line simplification to find convoys over the 
simplified trajectories. 
  

3.3.3.4.3 Reoccurring movement patterns 
 

DEFINITION 7. (Periodic pattern) Periodic patters are spatial visits, 
reoccurring with somewhat constant time intervals. 

 
DEFINITION 8. (Frequent sequential pattern) Frequent sequential patters 
are sequences of spatial visits, with somewhat similar temporal annotations, 
occurring frequently.  

 
Both single individuals and groups display reoccurring movements. Detecting these 
types of patterns can benefit travel recommendation, life pattern understanding, next 
location prediction, and estimating user similarity [33]. Periodic patterns may be 
demonstrated as people go shopping every week or for animals which migrate yearly 
from one place to another. A frequent sequential pattern may on the other hand be the 
route displayed in for example a pub-crawl or sightseeing happening at irregular times. 
The sequential patterns is rather permissive since it does not require the locations in a 
travel sequence do to be completely consecutive as well as allowing travel times to differ 
to some extent [6].  
 
 

Algorithm 10 Periodica [34] 

INPUT: A movement sequence. 
OUTPUT: A set of periodic behaviours. 

Periodica is able to detect multiple interleaved periodic behaviours associated with 
certain reference locations. The algorithms do not consider where objects go away from 
reference locations, just about the regular patterns. Experimental studies conducted by 
the creators of Periodica have shown it to be able to deal with both noisy and 
complicated data.  
 
 

Algorithm 11 Static_Roi_T-pattern & Dynamic_Roi_T-pattern [35] 

INPUT: A set of trajectories, a grid, a minimum support/density threshold, a radius for 
spatial neighbourhoods and a temporal threshold. 
OUTPUT: A set of sequences of regions with temporal annotations. 

 
The detected T-patterns may constitute a basic building block for further, more 
sophisticated spatio-temporal data mining, for example for making predictions of 
movements. Furthermore, the detection of T-patterns might be used at the level of pre-
processing in integration with background geographic knowledge, such as road 
networks and other geographic information layers. The dynamic method provides more 
precise information than its static counterpart. 
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3.3.3.4.4 Simultaneous and related moving patterns 
 

DEFINITION 14. (Leadership) A leader is an object, which is not following any 
other object and is followed by sufficiently many entities [36, 37, 38]. 

 
DEFINITION 15. (Avoidance/attraction). Avoidance/attraction is if the 
actual meeting frequency of two individuals significant exceeds or falls below a 
given expected meeting frequency [38, 39]. 

 
DEFINITION 16. (Convergence) Convergence is several objects traveling 
towards a common location simultaneously, and for some time [39]. 

 
Simultaneous related moving patterns are performed by groups of objects that move 
simultaneously during a certain time period, seemingly related to each other. Even 
tough these patterns describe simultaneously movements the objects are in strict sense 
not traveling together, however could the objects be presupposed to depend on each 
other. 
 
Convergence allows for objects to reach the targeted area at different times, it might 
however provide an indication on for example the beginning of a mating season for a 
group of animals [40]. The opposite of convergence patterns is termed divergence. An 
extension of the convergence concept is encounter, this pattern is stricter and also more 
complex since it requires the objects to arrive to the location at the same time. 
Avoidance and attraction patterns have similar but contrary definitions [39]. The 
avoidance and attraction relationship is commonly seen in animal herds or human 
groups. In animal movements, preyers avoid predators, and subordinate members tend 
to avoid more dominant group-mates within a group. Also leadership and following is 
mutually dependent [36]. Following may display several behaviours, such as varying 
unknown time lag to leader and movements that abandons the leader path, which makes 
it complicated to detect.  
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 12 ApproxCount [39] 

INPUT: A number of permutations for permutation test and two trajectories. 
OUTPUT: A estimate of significance value for avoidance, respectively attraction. 

 
Within ApproxCount two effective pruning strategies are introduced to streamline the 
computationally expensive permutation test. Since the output of ApproxCount is an 
approximated significance value it might not be entirely unambiguous. 
 
 

Algorithm 13 FOL [37] 

INPUT: Two trajectories. 
OUTPUT: A set containing all time intervals for following. 

 

Comparing to preceding methods the FOL methods are relying on a relaxed definition of 
following patterns. This makes them able to mine general following relationships from 
real movement data in linear time. Experiments have shown the FOL will manage to 
detect following relationships despite dynamics in trajectories and unknown and 
varying time lag between leader and follower. The methods are also not sensitive to 
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noises in data. FOL only provides possibility for detecting the relation of two objects, not 
leaders and followers among groups of moving objects.  
 

3.3.4 Visualization 
In order to convey information to users there are several ways to present results from 
mining.  Visualization is an important and effective tool in exploring results from data 
mining, it allows for a more direct and intuitive interaction between the tool and its user 
then for example a text-based presentation of information. Some visualization 
approaches may focus on just one or a few aspects of the trajectories while other 
approaches aim to comprehend all aspects. Data visualization may be done in various 
forms like in a matrix, network, diagram or on a map. A part from visual analytics 
visualization may be used in for example supervised querying. 
 
Trajectory data might contain interesting facts not only at the level of individual 
trajectories, but also at the level of sets of trajectories displaying certain characteristics 
[41]. Putting spatial and temporal dependencies into relation can gain insight into the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of objects. However, the spatio-temporal coordinates 
together with attributes bring a complexity to trajectories, which make them potentially 
profitable to extract information from, but difficult to visualize.  Further, this is a 
delicate task since the way in which time is perceived in real life is hard to mimic in an 
effective and intuitive way within a fictional environment displayed on a 2D screen. 
 
At present, there are several ways to depict trajectories. One common approach is to 
represent trajectories in a space-time cube, which combines time and space in a single 
display [42]. Yet another common approach is to reduce all dimensions to the plane. An 
extension to this solution is based on the principle of stacking trajectory bands in a 
hybrid 2D/3D display [41]. A 2D map serves as a reference for the spatial context, and 
the trajectories are visualized as stacked 3D trajectory bands along which attribute 
values are encoded by colour.  
 

4 Results 
Computer software for execution of trajectory data mining tasks is termed tool or 
system. Tools are often collections of mining algorithms incorporated within some 
framework, which possibly also provides additional functionality such as visualization. 
Despite the extensive number of mining methods and framework designs proposed 
within academia, very few tools (research prototypes or commercial) exist for practical 
use, making the field somewhat theoretical [10]. Furthermore, trajectory data mining 
tools traditionally employed for managing spatial data (i.e. GIS) have existed as two 
separate technologies, each with its own methods, traditions, and approaches for 
visualization and data analysis. The focus within this thesis has been freely available 
tools. 
 
The selection of tools found and evaluated is: MoveMine 2.0, M-Atlas, GeT_Move, Private-
HERMES and MinUS. In this section these tools are presented as a whole including 
implemented algorithms and possibilities for visualization.  Some of the found tools are 
excluded from further assessment, either because a lack of documentation [18] or 
because they provide a very limited number of methods [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. Also the 
support of some tools has been terminated [3, 4]. The level of sophistication, user-
friendliness and flexibility for each tool is presented in the matrix below.  
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4.1 Evaluation 
The performances of tools are presented in Table 1. Green check mark signifies a 
complete fulfilment of the criteria. Yellow check mark signifies that the criteria is 
somewhat fulfilled. Empty boxes signify that the system is failing to fulfil the criteria.  
 
Table 2 provides a complete presentation of Task range from Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. Tool results 
 

  MoveMine MinUS GeT_Move M-Atlas 
Task range (see table 2)     
Relevant output     

Availability     

User interaction     

Visualization     

Superstructure      
Pre-processing    

Open source     

 
 

Table 2. Tools and their algorithms 
 

  MoveMine MinUS GeT_Move M-Atlas 
Anonymization    NWA, N4M 

Reducing uncertainty (Pre-processing) (Pre-processing) (Pre-processing) (Pre-processing) 

Classification     

Prediction    WhereNext 

Outlier detection  LOF   

Event detection     

Cluster  HCA  OPTICS 

Flock     TMFEA* 

Convoy   GeT_Move  

Swarm   GeT_Move  

Gathering     

Periodic pattern  Periodica   

Frequent sequential pattern  T-pattern  T-Pattern 

Leadership FLO    

Attraction/avoidance ApporxCount    

Convergence     
* = The moving flock extraction algorithm. 

 

4.2 Tool presentations 

4.2.1 MoveMine 2.0 
MoveMine is developed by professors and students at Pennsylvania State University and 
University of Illnois Urbana Champaign. It can be considered to comprise four main 
components: 1) data repository, 2) data pre-processing, 3) relationship mining, and 4) 
visualization [38]. The tool has a user-friendly interface, which supports interactive 
exploration of results and queries. MoveMine also provides pre-processing where users 
may specify parameters.  MoveMine 2.0 is closely connected to the Movebank, which is a 
data storage system. Datasets may however be collected from various databases and 
MoveMine is implemented using multiple types of real datasets to ensure its practical 
use. MoveMine 2.0 is publicly downloadable at: 
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http://faculty.ist.psu.edu/jessieli/MoveMine/. 
 
MoveMine 2.0 incorporates several visualization formats (shown in Figure 2), to 
facilitate exploration of results. Mutual relationships within groups can be studied with 
networks and matrices. In a time line all intervals during a selected time period are 
displayed. The data may also be exported to Google Map and Google Earth for additional 
contextual exploration. 
 

 

  
Figure 2. MoveMine visualization methods: pairwise relationship matrix (upper-left), 
attraction/avoidance relationship network (upper-right), Google Earth, here showing a following 

pattern (bottom-left), and time line, here showing following pattern intervals [38]. 
 

4.2.2 MinUS 
MinUS is developed by people at the Interdisciplinary Centre for Security, Reliability and 
Trust and at the Faculty of Science, Technology and Communication at the University of 
Luxembourg. The tool can be considered to comprise three main components: 1) data 
management, which keeps track of the statistic information about trajectory data, 2) 
mobility mining, and 3) similarity calculation, which calculates the movement 
similarities using some similarity metric [48].  MinUS also provides a graphical interface 
that allows users for controlling the mining process. MinUS can be used by researchers 
as a tool to explore the processing of movement data by providing possibilities to specify 
the parameters required by the underlying algorithms. The MinUS tool has been applied 
for experimental validation on different trajectory datasets. The tool is implemented 
with Java and C#. It is available online and can be downloaded from the following link 
http://satoss.uni.lu/software/MinUS. 
 
The visualisation interface allow for all intermediate results to be visualised within the 
tool. In Figure 3 the visualisation methods of MinUS are shown. These are map 
visualization and grid visualization, in which relational metrics can be visualized. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

http://faculty.ist.psu.edu/jessieli/MoveMine/
http://satoss.uni.lu/software/MinUS
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Figure 3. MinUS visualization methods: MapView, here showing trajectories (blue lines), stay 
points (yellow dots) and places of interests (red rectangles) (left), user similarity grid, each cell 
holds the similarity values between pairs of users (right) [48].   

 

4.2.3 GeT_Move 
GeT_Move is developed by researchers connected to the French Research institutes 
IRSTEA and LIRMM. The major components of GeT_Move are: 1) collection and cleaning, 
2) mining, and 3) visualization [5]. The tool is designed to extract and manage different 
spatio-temporal patterns and can be used for experimenting to explore the limitations of 
current patterns. GeT_Move has been evaluated by using both synthetic and real 
datasets, many of which are published by the Movebank project. GeT_Move provides a 
user-friendly interface, which enables interactive exploration of mining results. In a pre-
processing segment interpolation for completing raw data is provided. Also possibilities 
to flexibly tune pattern extraction parameters are provided. GeT_Move is currently not 
available for download at any official website, it is however provided by the creators at 
https://sites.google.com/site/ihaiphan/publications. 
 
Results can be displayed in a 2D plane or imported to visualization tools (e.g. Google 
Map and Google Earth) for contextualization, see Figure 4. The ability to exhibiting 
different kinds of patterns together, allow for a more profound insights into the different 
results. The visually presentation is also accompanied by some statistics.  
 

 
Figure 4. GeT-Move visualization: map visualization, here showing two examples of detected 
closed swarms [5].   
 

4.2.4 M-Atlas 
M-Atlas is one of the resulting platforms within the GeoPKDD project [49]. The M-Atlas 
architecture involves three main components: 1) trajectory data storage, 2) spatio-
temporal query language for trajectory data, and 3) repertoire of constructors of spatio-
temporal models and patterns [50].  The tool architecture has been designed as a plug-in 
environment, where new models and pattern algorithms easily can be added. The 
performance of M-Atlas has been evaluated using several real world datasets. To 
provide the ability to explore the complexity of mobility, querying and mining methods 
as well as visualization models may be freely combined within M-Atlas. M-atlas is 
available for download at http://m-atlas.eu/?q=node/17. 
 
With an interactive O/D Matrix the flows between sets of origin and destination areas 
can be visualized. M-Atlas also provides 2D maps where different queries can be 
visualized using themed colours, see Figure 4. 
 

https://sites.google.com/site/ihaiphan/publications
http://m-atlas.eu/?q=node/17
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Figure 5. M-Alas visualization methods: O/D Matrix showing the flow from a origin to the 
destination nodes (left), and map visualization, here showing four clusters of trajectories using 
themed colours [50]. 
 
 

4.3 Review of experimental results 
In this section results from using the tools described in Section 4.2 are presented. The 
used dataset, results from using the tools as well as an evaluation of the tools through 
altering the tool parameters are presented. All the results are from experiments 
conducted by others and have been acquired through documentation. 
 

4.3.1 MoveMine 2.0 
Attraction/Avoidance 
To explore the attraction/avoidance functionality of MoveMine 2.0 a capuchin monkey 
dataset containing trajectories of 12 individuals, forming 6 groups, from November 
2004 to April 2005 is used [39]. The average sampling rate for the dataset is 
approximately 15 minutes and the number of locations for one individual varies 
between 1500 and 11000. The distance threshold is set to 100 meters and the number 
of permutations, for generation of a dataset with a true number of expected meetings, is 
set to 1000. In Figure 6 results are presented in a relationship matrix and a relationship 
network. Within the groups all monkeys show significant attraction relationships. Figure 
6 shows that almost half of the home range of #83 overlaps the home range of #52, 
however they only meet 8 times and displays avoidance, which can be explained by 
reported fights between their respective groups. 
 
 

        
Figure 6.  Attraction/Avoidance results in the capuchin monkey dataset. Images are showing the 
pairwise attraction relationship in a matrix (left) where colours ranging from red (avoidance) to 
green (attraction) signifies relationship, a relationship network (middle) where red signifies 
avoidance and green attraction as well as a the home range of monkey #52 (blue) and #83 
(yellow) [39]. 

 
 
To gain understanding of the impact of the permutation parameter some experiments is 
conducted [39]. The algorithm is executed with varying number of permutations on a 
synthetic dataset. More specifically the experiment examines how the significance value 
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converges to the true value with increasing number of permutations. The experiments 
show that the estimated significance value converges fast, after 100 permutations the 
differences are below 0.05 for all significant values. 

 

 
Figure 7. The diagram is showing the difference between the ground truth significance value and 
the significance vale calculated after N permutations. The coloured lines are corresponding to 
different significance values and are the averaged value over 100 trials [39]. 

 
 
Following 
The following functionality is tested with a dataset containing a group of 26 baboons 
recorded August 1 to August 27, 2012 in Laikipia, Kenya [37]. The sampling rate is about 
1 second. Two followings patterns are detected with two baboons, called A and B. The 
first case happens on August 5 lasting about 9 minutes and, and the second case 
happens on August 3 lasting about 4 minutes. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 8. Examples of detected patters with baboon A (red) and baboon B (blue). Images are 
showing the Agust 5 pattern (upper left) and corresponding time lags (upper right) as well as the 
August 3 pattern (bottom left) and corresponding time lags (bottom right) [37]. 

 
 
To evaluate the following algorithms FOL-1 and FOL-2 in terms of sensitivity to distance 
threshold, maximum time lag as well as noise levels, a synthetic dataset was used. In 
Figure 9 results from varying distance threshold with a fix maximum time lag of 15, 
varying maximum time lag with a fix distance threshold of 20, as well as varying noise 
levels with a fix maximum time lag of 15 and a fix distance threshold of 40. Both FOL-1 
and FOL-2 performs at best when maximum time lag was 10 or distance threshold was 
8.  The level of noise does not effect results notably.  
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Figure 9. Performance of FOL-1 and FOL-2 reported in F1 score with varying distance threshold 
(left), maximum time lag (middle), and noise level (right) averaged for over 100 trials [37]. 

 

4.3.2 MinUS 
The performance of MinUS is tested with a Geolife dataset representing a diverse 
collection of human outdoor movements, mainly taking place in Beijing (China) [51]. 
The dataset consists of 17621 trajectories from 178 individuals recorded during a 
period of four years (April 2007 to October 2011). A majority of the positions are 
recorded at least as frequent as every 5 seconds or every 10 meters. To evaluate the 
performance of the similarity calculation two trajectories are divided into several 
trajectories and these are compared as benchmark as they are expected to yield a higher 
similarity. Trajectory 151 becomes 151, 151∗ and 151# and 126 become 126 and 126∗. 
In total the similarities of 10 objects are tested, each with about 300 trajectories, which 
on average contains over 1250 stay points. In Figure 10 all diagonal cells shows a 
similarity score of 1.00, this is the similarity trajectories have in relation to themselves.  
Trajectories 151, 151∗ and 151# originating from the same trajectory show high 
similarities, the same goes for trajectories 126 and 126∗ when not considering the 
transition times. When considering transition times, similarity values generally become 
smaller but more accurate. 
 

 
Figure 10. Results from similarity calculation of the 10 objects in the Geolife dataset. Similarity is 
measured on a scale from 0 to 1, a high similarity yields a darker colour in the matrix. Computed 
similarities not using transition times (left), and using transition times (right) [52]. 

 
 

To evaluate how parameter values influence results, the average of 100 trails for each 
value of distance threshold and number of semantic location tags displayed in Figure 11 
was computed. For both datasets the similarity values grows as the distance threshold 
grows. Also for an increasing number sematic tags the datasets share the same 
tendency, however in this case the similarities will decrease, this since a finer 
categorisation of locations makes it less probable for places to be placed within the same 
category.  
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Figure 11. Similarity scores of in Geolife, and another Yonsei (University of Korea), dataset with 
varying distance threshold (left) and number of semantic tags (right) [52]. 

 

4.3.3 GeT_Move 
Comprehensive experiments to test the effectiveness of GeT_Move were conducted by 
the GeT_Move creators using two real world datasets representing Swainsonis and 
buffalos [5]. The Swainsoni dataset comprehends 43 objects at 764 timestamps 
representing the period July 1995 to June 1998. The Buffalo dataset comprehends 165 
objects recorded at 3001 timestamps during the period 2000 to 2006. The first 
procedure in finding results is using linear interpolation to fill in the missing data. The 
GeT_Move algorithms are then used to detect convoys, closed swarms, and group 
patterns. In Figure 12 some detected patterns within the Swainsonis dataset is 
presented. 
 

 
Figure 12. Examples of detected patterns within the Swainsoni dataset raging from South to 
Central and North America. Closed warm (left) convoy (middle) and group pattern (right) [5]. 
 
 

Since the group pattern is a special case of closed swarm composed by convoys, they are 
overall less frequent. In the Swainsoni dataset convoy and closed swarm are detected at 
a fairly similar rate and are also corresponding to changes in the parameters similarly. 
However, in the buffalo dataset the closed swarm pattern is much more common than 
the convoy pattern. As shown in Figure 13 and 14 the number of detected patterns are 
decreasing with increasing number of least objects and least timestamps for a pattern 
and increasing with increasing number of timestamps and objects. In the figures below 
closed swarms are denoted as closed itemsets. 
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Figure 13. Number of detected patterns within the Swainsoni dataset. Varying parameters are: 
minimum number of objects within a pattern (upper left), minimum number of timestamps 
within a pattern (upper right), number of objects in the dataset (bottom left), and number of 
timestamps in the dataset (bottom right) [5]. 

 

 
Figure 14. Number of detected patterns within the Buffalo dataset. Varying parameters are: 
minimum number of objects within a pattern (upper left), minimum number of timestamps 
within a pattern (upper right), number of objects in the dataset (bottom left), and number of 
timestamps in the dataset (bottom right) [5]. 

 

4.3.4 M-Atlas 
M-Atlas functionalities are put to the test through solving some practical problems. The 
experiments are performed using two different datasets, one from Milan and one from 
Pisa. The Milan dataset represents the ordinary mobile activity of about 17000 cars 
recorded over one week in April 2007, the dataset is expanding over an area of 20 km × 
20 km. The Pisa dataset represents about 40000 cars tracked during 5 weeks in summer 
of 2011 in coastal Tuscany, expanding within a 100 km × 100 km square. The average 
sampling rate of within the dataset is 30 seconds.  
 
T-Pattern 
To characterize the typical behaviours of vehicles approaching the Linate (Milan) 
airport parking lot, T-Pattern mining was used [50]. T-patterns is needed to be 
supported by at least 5% of the total amount of travels, having a duration of at least 900 
seconds, as well as having grid cells of size 50. Resulting T-Patterns approaching the 
airport from north are longer than those from south, emphasising that the northern 
travels tend to gather at the large highways earlier than the southern travels, suggesting 
that there is larger range of alternative routes to approach the airport from south and 
east than from north. 
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Figure 15. Trajectories (red) and all detected T-patterns (blue), allowing getting an 
understanding of tendencies of how people travel the final distances to the Linate airport [50].
  

 

 
Figure 16. Trajectories (red) and the most significant T-patterns (blue) from each point of the 
compass west (left), north (middle), and south (right), all with corresponding time intervals [50]. 

 
 
The parameter sensitivity of T-patters detection is tested through varying the number of 
grid cells and transition time within trajectories, results are shown in Figure 17. The 
points of significant change (13, 24, 82) are the most evident candidates for support 
threshold since these separate groups of grid cells having uniform frequency internally. 
Increasing the time tolerance soon shows a rapid merging of transition times. In the 
beginning (zoomed part) apparent steps corresponding to the average sampling rate of 
33 seconds can be seen, this however soon smoothens. 

 

 
Figure 17. Cumulative frequency distribution results from altering parameters; number of grid 
cells (left) and transition times between pairs of point in trajectories (right) [50]. 

 
 
Prediction 
To predict future areas of dense traffic, which may hint of traffic congestions, a subset of 
the Pisa dataset (morning peak hours during workdays) is used [50]. Using this data, it is 
possible to predict the next location of about 3000 trajectories distributed over 29 
regions, seen in Figure 18. Five of the regions contain more than 150 trajectories, which 
is estimated to correspond to about 7500 vehicles. The number of trajectories possible 
to predict is considerably less than the actual number of generated trajectories. This is 
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since the prediction algorithm is based on frequent T-patterns and will consequently 
only know where frequent moving occurs, ignoring the less dense parts of the dataset.  
 

 
Figure 18. Density matrix showing the distribution of trajectories for the prediction (left), and 
for the actual occurrence (right), of trajectories [50]. 

 
 
Flocks 
As the flock mining function detects objects moving close together it is implemented to 
find possible traffic jams in the Pisa dataset [50]. A flock radius of 500 meters, a 
minimum number of objects of 3 and minimum time of 60 seconds divided on a 
minimum number of 4 timestamps is used. Most of the found flocks have three 
members, which can be estimated as a groups of about 150 cars and suggest that some 
traffic jams occurred in these areas. 

 

 
Figure 19. Examples of detected flocks (red): thirteen flocks detected at a highway segment near 
the city of Pontedera with a temporal duration ranging from 3 to 10 min (left) and four flocks 
detected by a highway tollhouse close to the city of Pisa with a duration of 3 min (right) [50]. 
 

 
Clustering 
To discover the most popular itineraries from the Milan city centre to the northeast 
suburbs, clustering using the Route Similarity distance function, 5 as the minimum 
number of points and 400 meters as the distance threshold is implemented [50]. Three 
main routes are detected, see Figure 20. The flow from the city centre to the northeast is 
overall, and for one of the clusters, only stable over weekdays, indicating a high share of 
commuters traveling to the city centre for work. 
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Figure 20. Trajectories representing objects moving from the Milan city centre to the Northeast 
outer parts of Milan. The images are showing screen shots of input trajectory data (blue) for 
clustering algorithm (left) as well as the resulting clusters (red, purple and green) (right) [50]. 

5 Discussion 
Since this study is based solely on documentation of the tools, it lacks the user 
perspective. The experienced performance of tools is an important aspect and a lack of 
review of this may cause the assessment of the tools to be insufficient. In conversation 
with creators of the tools the documentation is proven to not be entirely accurate, which 
stresses this fact even more. Also, even though the dimensions of comparison could be 
considered to properly reflect the overall standard of the tools, they are rather 
ambiguous and not very quantifiable. Hence a further evaluation could possibly arrive at 
alternative results. However, neither a ranking nor rating system would provide an 
unambiguous comparison of the tools. Also some of the algorithms are hard to appraise 
since no analogous methods currently are provided to compare with.  
 
It is difficult to make an estimate of how complete the mapping of trajectory data mining 
tools presented in this study is since no results from earlier efforts of doing this have 
been published. Some tools are mutually mentioning each other as related work in 
documentation, otherwise the tools seems to exist within separate scenes, for example 
connected to a specific university. The classification of tasks is partly based on previous 
classifications, but since some additional tasks are included there is relevant to make 
some changes. However, it is questionable that this rather strict classification of tasks is 
entirely potent since it is based on inductive reasoning. A better approach of finding 
relevant classes, as well as possibly also provide grounds of judgment for classification 
of future tasks, would be to state formal requirements for each class prior to 
investigating specific tasks.  
 
This following part of this discussion is structured based on the dimensions of 
comparison used in assessment of trajectory data mining tools. 
 
 
Sophistication 
There seems to be a trade-off between the extent to which input parameters are 
required to be specified and the unambiguity of outputs. Some algorithms which are 
rather independent of input parameters are having less concrete outputs, indicating a 
specific pattern with a factor while other algorithms requiring more detailed input 
parameters are more binary in their estimates of possible patterns. 
 
Several tools emphasise the possibility for researchers to explore the limitations of 
current patterns. The limitation for what information trajectory pattern mining is able 
to obtain about moving objects is largely dependent on what is considered to be a 
notable moving scheme as well as on the formal definition for these moving schemes. 
Detection of a certain pattern is only possible it is set out to be found, therefore the 
formulation of movements is central for the ability to gain profitable knowledge about 
objects as well as the development of this branch. Consequently, new areas of 
implementation could possibly bring further development in terms of additional tasks 
and patterns, describing movements, which occurs within these certain contexts. 
 
As seen with the moving groups patterns, the increasing refinement of patterns, from 
flock to swarm, aiming at better mimic and capture real moving patterns is likely to 
cause an increasing complexity but also generalization. This may constitute a problem if 
the generalization is taken too far, making algorithms too generous in finding patterns 
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or if the number of parameters to specify for users becomes too many, losing user 
friendliness and precision. 
 
Allowing for treating an additional space dimension could possibly bring an increase in 
the sophistication of trajectory mining methods. This would of course also bring more 
complex algorithms. However, a more evident trend instead seems to be exploring the 
information existing within the current type of trajectories through partitioning them. 
Partitioning enables a more delicate mining, making characteristics displayed in only 
certain sub-trajectories possible to exploit. A further development of this could be 
enabled if trajectories are treated as continuous (as in definition 1). This would however 
demand a greater mathematical sophistication of, and larger computational costs in 
algorithms, more robust storage and also completely new surveying methods. 
Consequently this lies within a whole new paradigm of trajectory data mining and 
probably also far ahead. 
 
The motivation for the development of trajectory data mining has originally been to 
master the large datasets produced by technologies such as GNSS. As more technologies 
is able to extracting equivalent information from photographs and other sources, this is 
making trajectory mining tools even more relevant and might conduct research in 
alternative directions. However as the applications supported by positional technologies 
increases in number, enabling a more comprehensive mapping of movements, as well as 
becoming more precise and as the sophistication of mining methods increases this will 
stress the need for privacy aware managing of the resulting data. Also as the awareness 
of passive recording of positional data grows this could increase the pressure to 
formulate guiding principles or legislation for collecting and handling this type of data. 
This might also trigger a further development of services, which conceals or disturbs 
positional recordings. 
 
 
User-friendliness 
Trajectory mining has an important role in streamlining the process of analysing 
movements. By extension, results obtained in trajectory mining may also be utilized for 
influencing humans to adjust behaviours in a desirable way, providing opportunities for 
development towards a more sustainable society. However, the development may also 
motivate alternative movements to avoid being detected in mining (criminal behaviour, 
etc.). The implementation of trajectory data mining could also help to conveying 
information, which can be used in fields beyond the most immediate practical ones, for 
example like sociology and psychology.  
 
Requirements on the knowledge of users are often considerable, both regarding the 
technical aspects and an insight about the nature of the moving objects. In many cases 
the specification of parameters, which is used to define a pattern, lie with the user. This 
will require the user to have a good general knowledge about both the behaviour of the 
objects represented in the data as well as about the characteristics of the data itself, such 
as sampling rate and accuracy. Additionally, results from data mining are only really 
displaying useful information when put into a proper context.  
 
The results from running methods multiple times with varying parameter settings 
presented in Section 4.3 are providing a useful insight to the degree of parameter 
delicacy of the different methods. The presentation also shows how results from varying 
parameters can help in understanding the overall spatial and temporal tendencies of a 
specific dataset. A useful addition to this kind of method evaluation would be to show 
how results from varying parameters differ depending on the qualities and properties of 
datasets as well as on the different types of moving objects represented in data. 
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Algorithms are not presupposing any origin of data or differentiating between data 
based on this. However some algorithms are developed with specific objects as model. It 
could mean the algorithms are making assumptions, which may make them, suitable for 
detection of pattern for a certain kind of object but unsuitable for others. Accordingly, 
some types of objects may expose tendencies in their movements, which possibly make 
detection of patterns for these objects hard with some methods. Hence users may 
benefit from knowing what kind of data sets the tools have been tested and evaluated 
with, when choosing algorithms and evaluating results from them. 
 
It may also be problematic to treat some types of data simultaneously, because of 
possible geometric and movement condition differences. Since space in trajectories is 
compressed to 2D, trajectories representing subway, airplanes and cars may display 
similarities even though they are far apart. Additionally, movements within planes at 
different heights are often differently conditioned (road network, air, metro) and 
consequently not relevant to compare. 
 
For now several tools could be used parallel for supplying a more complete range of 
methods, even allowing for comparison between performances of methods of some 
kinds. However the collected selection of tools does not provide methods for all 
presented tasks, especially the possibilities for detection of moving groups is sparse. 
 
 
Flexibility 
Reasons for a sparse range of these tools may be an insufficiency in the overall 
awareness of this technology, and consequently a limited demand to power the 
development of tools. Furthermore, the demand for tools might also be insignificant 
because most trajectory mining users only benefit from a single function and are 
consequently not requesting the range of functions, which a complete tool would 
provide. Those places where the financial capacity and competence for developing these 
tools exists are likely to be within companies or at universities. These institutions might 
however develop tools for internal use when needed, and thus are these never released 
for the public. At universities there might also exist a knowledge gap between 
disciplines such as computer science, geoinformatics and software design branches. 
Furthermore, unfavourable patents may prevent implantation of algorithms and, by 
extension, the development of tools. 
 
An alternative way of managing the limitations of existing tools would be to provide 
conditions for an open source community to be established around them. A greater 
awareness of what tools exist as well as maintenance of the source code on some official 
open software hosting facility could benefit this.  This could also allow such a tool to 
provide a wider range of functionalities than current ones. This would of course also be 
a more democratic solution making the functionalities provided within trajectory 
mining available for all. A robust and freely available tool would also make use of 
trajectory mining methods more available for none economically profitable activities 
such as education, animal protection and examination of environmental changes.  
 

6 Conclusions and Future work 
Technologies providing possibilities for easily acquiring and storing large amounts of 
trajectory data are evoking innovation of mining methods to utilize this data. These 
methods are however often left at an experimental phase. Hence, they are not reaching a 
phase where there are implemented by users. 
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This study provides a conceptual mapping of formalized mining tasks as well as an 
assessment of tools for trajectory mining. Parameters for assessment are chosen to 
uncover most of the knowledge discovery process. A taxonomy of tasks is established 
for assisting this assessment.  The performance of tools is proved to vary along all 
dimensional measures. Overall the systems preformed well considering user-
friendliness, somewhat good considering sophistication and poorly considering 
flexibility. Some tools are arguably better than others in some aspects, however since 
the tools not are intending to provide solutions to the same tasks they might be 
problematic to compare. Consequently it might be suitable to use the tools parallel to 
complement each other. Hopefully this study can provide material to constitute 
guidance in what tools could be used for trajectory data mining depending on 
requirements of different types. 
 
Work to complement this thesis through comparing the actual performance of tools is 
desirable. Also an additional mapping of implemented algorithms and their alternatives 
would benefit the outline of trajectory data mining.  
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Appendix 
 
Classification 

Algorithm 15 Trajectory classification (TraClass) [53] 

INPUT: A set of trajectories. 
OUTPUT: A set of region-based or trajectory-based clusters. 

 
TraClass overcomes the limitations of earlier methods since it considers features likely 
to appear in just some parts of a trajectory. It also has a major benefit in utilizing both 
region-based and trajectory-based clustering to capture features showing at different 
levels. 
 
 
Outlier detection 

Algorithm 16 TRAjectory Outlier Detection (TRAOD) [54] 

INPUT: A set of trajectories, a distance, a least fraction of objects, and a maximum 
proportion of trajectories that can be regarded as noise. 
OUTPUT: A set of outliers with corresponding outlying t-partitions. 

 
Often trajectory outlier detection algorithms compare whole trajectories, preventing 
them from detecting outlying sub-trajectories. However, TRAOD possesses the 
advantage of being able to detect such outlying sub-trajectories. Furthermore is both 
distance-based and density-based clustering methods supported. 
 
 
Clustering 

Algorithm 17 Moving Cluster (MC) [55] 

INPUT: A set of long time-sampled history, a neighbourhood radius, a minimum number of 
neighbouring points and an integrity threshold. 
OUTPUT: A set of moving clusters. 

 
MC provides two relevant algorithms MC2 and MC3. MC2 can be used if 100% accuracy 
is essential.  MC3, on the other hand, could be said to trade accuracy for speed as it 
generates a faster but approximate solution. The performance in form of efficiency and 
accuracy of MC3 depends on the appropriate selection of integrity threshold and the 
accurate estimation of error. 
 
 

Algorithm 18 TRAjectory CLUStering (TRACLUS) [56] 

INPUT: A set of trajectories. 
OUTPUT: A set of clusters and a set of representative trajectories. 

 
Trajectory clustering algorithms preceding TRACLUS is only able to group trajectories 
based on their complete prolongation, which consequently could make them fail in 
detecting common sub-trajectories. TRACLUS is however portioning the trajectories for 
a more detailed clustering. 
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Flock 

Algorithm 19 RElative MOtion (REMO) [39] 

INPUT: A set of objects, a maximum flock radius, and a minimum number of timestamps, 
and a minimum number of flock objects. 
OUTPUT: A set of groups corresponding objects and time intervals 

 
REMO is algorithm framework concerning pattern detection. The REMO concept is 
assuming ideal lifeline data, which makes it irresolute treating imprecise and uncertain 
real data. This applies for all algorithms treated within the REMO framework, flock, 
convergence and leadership. 
 
 

Algorithm 8 APG & VG-growth framework [28] 

INPUT: A user movement database, a maximal physical distance threshold, a minimum 
duration threshold and a validity threshold. 
OUTPUT: A set of valid groups, respectively a set of all valid groups. 

 
APG and VG-growth abandons the constraint of a specified number of objects in a flock. 
Instead a validity threshold is introduced to constitute a measure of interestingness for 
group patterns. While APG only finds a set of valid groups VG-growth finds all valid 
groups.  VG-growth will also run 10 times faster than AGP. 
 
 
Swarm 

Algorithm 20 ObjectGrowth [30] 

INPUT: A set of moving objects and a respective maximal time set, a minimum number of 
objects, minimum number of timestamps. 
OUTPUT: A set of moving objects and a respective maximal time set. 

 
In ObjectGrowth, two effective pruning strategies are introduced to significantly reduce 
the search space. These strategies enables stopping unnecessary search to cut a great 
portion of unpromising candidates as well as eliminating the need to occupy space for 
storing candidates, also no extra time is spent on post-processing to check closure 
property. 
 
 
Periodic patterns 

Algorithm 11 STPMine (1&2) [57] 

INPUT: A collection of frequent 1-patterns, a minimum number of timestamps and a 
period. 
OUTPUT: All possible periodic patterns, respectively the maximal frequent pattern. 

 
STPMine1 is able to find all possible periodic patterns while the faster algorithm 
STPMine2 just outputs the maximal frequent pattern. A limitation to the STPMine 
algorithms is the requiring of specifying a period. 
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Convergence 

Algorithm 21 RElative MOtion (REMO) [39] 

INPUT: A minimum number of moving objects, a maximum radius of the targeted area and 
a minimum number of timestamps. 
OUTPUT: A of objects, a set of time stamps and the targeted area. 

 
REMO efficiently avoids the problematic fact that only slight changes in the direction of 
objects paths may have great impact the possibilities for finding regions of path 
intersection. This is done through smoothening the prolonged paths of object and then 
examining intersections. 
 
 
Leadership 

Algorithm 22 RElative MOtion (REMO) [39] 

INPUT: A set of objects, a spatial constrain for following, minimum number of objects and 
a minimum number of timestamps. 
OUTPUT: A set of leadership-follower relations with corresponding objects and set of 
timestamps. 

 
REMO is originally designed for identifying leaders in bird migration movement and 
uses the geometric concept of a “front region” to capture the following relationships. 
However, in general movement data, a leader does not necessarily appear in the front 
region of the followers, which makes the method inoperative. 
 


